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I. Locality of movement: Subjacency

(1) Who do you think Mary said John likes

(2) *Who did you ask whether Mary knows why John likes

Chomsky (1973), rejecting earlier views (including the highly influential Ross (1967)) proposed that long distance movement is never possible.

Movement across more than one bounding node is prohibited by Subjacency and S is a bounding node.

(5) [Sr, Who [s, you think [s, Mary said [s, Mary said [s, that [s, John likes [t]]]]]]

Movement is via 'Comp', given the phrase structure:

(6) Movement is via 'Comp', given the phrase structure:

(7) S' -> Comp S

(8) [Sr, Who [s, you ask [s, whether [s, Mary knows [s, why [s, John likes [t]]]]]]]

(9) Who do you think that Mary said that John likes

(10) (9) has the grammaticality status of (1), but does not seem relevantly different from (2) in its structure.

(11) [Sr, Who [s, you think [s, that [s, Mary said [s, that [s, John likes [t]]]]]]

In the course of the syntactic derivation, the structure of (9) is identical to that of (1), namely (5). Thus, movement proceeds via successive Comps in both derivations.

But in (9), at a very late level of derivation the non-matrix Comps are spelled out as that.

At that late level, Subjacency appears to be violated, even though in the course of the derivation every step is legitimate.

This is the paradigmatic type of situation Chomsky frequently alludes to in his recent writings when he argues for a derivational approach to syntax.

II. Locality of movement: ECP

(16) Which problem do you wonder whether Mary solved

(17) *How do you wonder whether Mary solved the problem

Huang (1982), extending ideas of Chomsky (1981), appealed to the Empty Category Principle (ECP), a constraint independent of Subjacency demanding locality between a (non-argument) trace and its antecedent.

(17) is then worse than (16) because (16) violates only Subjacency while (17) violates both Subjacency and the ECP.

(20) How do you think that Mary solved the problem

(21) *How do you wonder whether John said (that) Mary solved the problem

(22) *Which problem do you wonder whether John said (that) Mary solved

Even intermediate traces must be 'properly governed'.

(23) Even intermediate traces must be 'properly governed'.

(24) How [s, do you wonder [s, whether [s, John said [s, [s, (that) Mary solved the problem [t]]]]]]

The initial trace t is properly governed by the intermediate trace t'. But the intermediate trace is too distant from its antecedent How, causing a violation of the ECP.

(26) How [s, do you wonder [s, whether [s, John said [s, that [s, Mary solved the problem [t]]]]]]

How did you say that Mary solved the problem

(28) The initial trace must be established as properly governed at a point in the derivation where the that is not present.

(29) That point might be before that is inserted.

(30) Alternatively, the point might be after that is inserted and subsequently deleted in the LF component.

(31) Under either alternative, the question is how we can resolve the apparent contradiction between the unacceptable (21) and the acceptable (27).

(32) How do you think [s, Mary solved the problem [t]]

Chomsky (1986) rejects the 'representational' stipulation that gamma marking is only at levels.

(33) Chomsky (1986) rejects the 'representational' stipulation that gamma marking is only at levels.

(34) [Sr, Who [s, you wonder [s, whether [s, John said [s, how [s, that [s, Mary solved the problem [s]]]]]]]]

Adjuncts must be fully represented.

(35) Adjuncts must be fully represented.

(36) [Sr, How [s, you wonder [s, whether [s, John said [s, t [s, (that) Mary solved the problem [t]]]]]]]

(37) *Which problem do you wonder whether John said (that) Mary solved

(38) [Sr, Which problem [s, you wonder [s, whether [s, John said [s, [s, (that) Mary solved the problem [t]]]]]]]

"An expression...is a Subjacency violation if its derivation forms a starred trace. It is an Empty Category Principle (ECP) violation if, furthermore, this starred trace remains at LF..." Chomsky and Lasnik (1993)

(39) "An expression...is a Subjacency violation if its derivation forms a starred trace. It is an Empty Category Principle (ECP) violation if, furthermore, this starred trace remains at LF..." Chomsky and Lasnik (1993)

(40) Significantly, even on this 'derivational' analysis, the ECP is actually not entirely derivational.

(41) Every element in an LF representation must be 'legitimate'.

(42) a. Arguments: each element is in an A-position.

b. Adjuncts: each element is in an A-position.

c. Lexical elements: each element is in an A-position.

b. Predicates, possibly predicate chains if there is predicate raising.

d. Operator-variable constructions, each a chain (αi, αj), where the operator αj is in an A-position and the variable αi is in an A-position. Chomsky (1991)
As before, the approach is derivational, in that the marking of a trace as being in violation of the ECP crucially takes place in the course of the derivation. Yet it is representational in the way that a derivational violation can be remedied. If no offending trace remains at the level of LF, the resulting structure is not an ECP violation, even if on-line it was.

Subjacency remains strictly derivational: a long movement, even of an argument, causes some degradation of the sentence.

Mary hired someone. Tell me who Mary hired.

I heard that Mary hired someone. Tell me who Mary hired.

I resigned because Mary hired someone. Tell me who you resigned because Mary hired.

Chomsky argues for the reality of syntactic derivations by appealing to virtually the opposite state of affairs: situations where the ECP is satisfied on-line, but where the ultimate LF representation appears to be in violation, yet the resulting sentence is good.

For both ECP and Subjacency, an on-line violation can be improved by a later operation that results in a change in the ultimate representation, LF in the first case, PF in the second.

Chomsky argues for the reality of syntactic derivations by appealing to virtually the opposite state of affairs: situations where the ECP is satisfied on-line, but where the ultimate LF representation appears to be in violation, yet the resulting sentence is good.

"Viewed derivationally, computation typically involves simple steps expressible in terms of natural relations and properties, with the context that makes them natural 'wiped out' by later operations, hence not visible in the representations to which the derivation converges. Thus, in syntax, crucial relations are typically local, but a sequence of operations may yield a representation in which the locality is obscured. Head movement, for example, is narrowly 'local,' but several such operations may leave a head separated from its trace by an intervening head. This happens, for example, when N incorporates to V, leaving the trace tV and the (V, V-N) complex then raises to I, leaving the trace tv: the chain (N, tv) at the output level violates the locality property, and further operations (say, XP-fronting) may obscure it even more radically, but locality is observed in each individual step." [Chomsky (1995, pp. 223-224)]

III. Intermediate traces?

Do chains contain intermediate traces at LF?

Adjunct-argument island asymmetries, as discussed earlier.

Reconstruction effects:

Mary wondered which picture of himself Bill saw.

Which picture of himself does Mary think that John said that Susan likes? [Barss (1986)].

Mary thinks that John said that Susan likes pictures of himself.

Mary thinks that John said that pictures of himself, Susan likes.

Are there really two arguments for intermediate traces?

The argument based on the adjunct-argument asymmetry implicates an analysis under which intermediate traces of arguments are eliminated prior to the LF level (while intermediate traces of adjuncts remain). But the reconstruction effects implicating intermediate traces involved WH-argument movement.

Chomsky's recent approach to reconstruction centers around traces (copies) visible at the LF level, a strongly representational approach.

A more derivational alternative: Belletti and Rizzi (1988), where Condition A can be satisfied on-line.

If we take the Binding Theory to consist not of conditions on form, but rather of interpretive principles, then this amounts to saying that there is no specific level of LF.
(68) Compare the Jackendoff (1972) theory of anaphora, which included interpretive rules operating at the end of each syntactic cycle.

(69) Similarly, Lasnik (1972) suggested cyclic interpretation of the scope of negation, and Lasnik (1976) extended this to the scope of other operators.

(70) On the PF side, Bresnan (1971) argued that the rule responsible for the assignment of sentence stress in English applies not at Surface Structure, as had been assumed, but at the end of each syntactic cycle.

(71) Epstein (1995) (see also Uriagereka (In press)) suggests that all interpretive information is provided on-line, in the course of the syntactic derivation. There is no level of LF per se.

IV. 'Strong feature' violations: PF, LF, or on-line?

(72) When movement is overt, it must have been forced to operate 'early' by some special requirement: a 'strong feature' that needs to be checked. Chomsky (1993;1994;1995)

(73) A strong feature that is not checked in overt syntax causes a derivation to crash at PF. Chomsky (1993)

B A strong feature that is not checked (and eliminated) in overt syntax causes a derivation to crash at LF. Chomsky (1994)

C A strong feature must be eliminated (almost) immediately upon its introduction into the phrase marker. Chomsky (1995, ch.4)

(74) The PF theory, (73)A: "...'strong' features are visible at PF and 'weak' features invisible at PF. These features are not legitimate objects at PF; they are not proper components of phonetic matrices. Therefore, if a strong feature remains after Spell-Out, the derivation crashes... Alternatively, weak features are deleted in the PF component so that PF rules can apply to the phonological matrix that remains; strong features are not deleted so that PF rules do not apply, causing the derivation to crash at PF."

(75) *John read what?

(76) The LF theory, (73)B: 

(77) a) "...Spell-Out can apply anywhere, the derivation crashing if a 'wrong choice' is made...If the phonological component adds a lexical item at the root, it will introduce semantic features, and the derivation will crash at PF. If the covert component does the same, it will introduce phonological features, and the derivation will therefore crash at LF..."

b) Suppose that root C (complementizer) has a strong feature that requires overt wh-movement. We now want to say that unless this feature is checked before Spell-Out it will cause the derivation to crash at LF to avoid the possibility of accessing C after Spell-Out in the covert component."

(78) Spell-Out: C [strong Q] John read what *LF


(80) The on-line theory, (73)C: "We ... define a strong feature as one that a derivation 'cannot tolerate': a derivation D=E is canceled if E contains a strong feature..."

(81) Ellipsis provides potential evidence for (A), if it is, as suggested by Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), a PF deletion process.

(82) Two instances: first Pseudogapping then Sluicing.

(83) a) If you don't believe me, you will ø the weatherman

b) I rolled up a newspaper, and Lynn did ø a magazine

c) Kathy likes astronomy, but she doesn't ø meteorology Levin (1978)

(84) a) The DA proved Jones guilty and the Assistant DA will prove Smith guilty

b) ?John gave Bill a lot of money, and Mary will give Susan a lot of money

(85) You might not believe me but you will Bob

(86) NP-raising to Spec of Agr₀ ('Object Shift') is overt in English. [Kolzumi (1993), Kolzumi (1995), developing ideas of Johnson (1991)]

(87) Pseudogapping as overt raising to Spec of Agr₀ followed by deletion of VP. [Lasnik (1995b)].

(88) \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Agr}_P \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{Agr}_r' \\
you / \quad \text{TP} \\
\text{Agr}_r \\
T \quad \text{VP} \\
\text{will} / \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{V'} \\
x / \quad \text{V} \\
\text{VP} \quad \text{TP} \\
\text{Bob} / \quad \text{Agr}_r \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{Agr}_r' \\
\text{V} \\
\text{believe} \\
\text{t} \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{V'} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{Agr}_r \\
\text{Bob} \\
\end{array} \]
Suppose the strong feature driving V-raising resides in the lexical V rather than in the higher 'shell' V. The strong feature of the verb must either be checked by overt raising to the shell V or be contained in an ellipsis site. PF deletion could eliminate the unchecked strong feature.

Sluicing - WH-Movement followed by deletion of IP (abstracting away from 'split Infl' details). [Saito and Murasugi (1993), Lobeck (1990)]

Suppose that in a matrix interrogative, it is Infl that has a strong feature, rather than C. The strong feature of Infl must either be checked by overt raising to the interrogative C or be contained in an ellipsis site. PF deletion could eliminate the unchecked strong feature.

V. Digression: On the overtness of English object-shift

Infl-raising to C is uncontroversially overt in normal matrix interrogatives. NP-raising to Spec of Agr, on the other hand, is standardly assumed to be covert in English. Lasnik (1995a), based on Lasnik and Saito (1991) [see also Postal (1974) and Wyngaerd (1989)] and den Dikken (1995), argues that such movement is overt.

a There is a man here
b There aren't many here

a Many linguistics students aren't here
b There aren't any linguistics students here

a Some linguists seem to each other [t to have been given good job offers]
b *There seem to each other [t to have been some linguists given good job offers]

a No good linguistic theories seem to any philosophers [t to have been formulated]
b *There seem to any philosophers [t to have been no good linguistic theories formulated]

a Some defendant_i seems to his_i lawyer [t to have been at the scene]
b *There seems to his_i lawyer [t to have been some defendant_i at the scene]

"The operation Move...seeks to raise just F." Chomsky (1995)
When movement is covert, hence only of formal features, the referential and quantificational properties needed to create new binding and scope configurations are left behind, no such new configurations are created. Lasnik (1995a) (contra Chomsky (1995), at least in part).

The DA questioned two men during each other's trials.

The DA proved [two men to have been at the scene] during each other's trials.

The DA proved [there to have been two men at the scene] during each other's trials.

The DA questioned two men during any of the trials.

The DA proved [to be noone at the scene] during any of the trials.

The DA proved [two men to have been at the scene] during any of the trials.

The DA questioned no suspect, during his trial.

The DA proved [no suspect, to be at the scene] during his trial.

The DA proved [there to be no suspect, at the scene] during any of the trials.

One further argument: Given the feature movement theory of covert movement, if an instance of movement creates a new ellipsis configuration, that movement must be overt. (This is true whether ellipsis is PF deletion or LF copying.)

VI. Conceptual issues surrounding the strong feature controversy

Possible arguments against the PF approach to strong features (73)A.

'Staight ahead' is needed. At a given point in the overt portion of a derivation, it is necessary to inspect the PF representation to see whether Procrastinate can be evaded. [The LF approach (73)B shares this problem (if it is a problem).]

The derivation of *John read what ? above, with covert insertion of C with a strong feature, won't be blocked.

(73)C above, repeated here, is designed to eliminate the Look-ahead problem.

A strong feature must be eliminated (almost) immediately upon its introduction into the phrase marker. Chomsky (1995, ch.4)

"We...virtually derive the conclusion that a strong feature triggers an overt operation to eliminate it by checking. This conclusion follows with a single exception: covert merger (at the root) of a lexical item that has a strong feature but no phonological features..."

*John read what

To prevent this, covert insertion of strong features must be barred.

a enters the numeration only if it has an effect on output.

"Under [(123)], the reference set [for economy comparisons] is still determined by the numeration, but output conditions enter into determination of the numeration itself..."

VI. Conceptual issues surrounding the strong feature controversy

Possible arguments against the PF approach to strong features (73)A.

'Think ahead' is needed. At a given point in the overt portion of a derivation, it is necessary to inspect the PF representation to see whether Procrastinate can be evaded. [The LF approach (73)B shares this problem (if it is a problem).]

The derivation of *John read what ? above, with covert insertion of C with a strong feature, won't be blocked.

(73)C above, repeated here, is designed to eliminate the Look-ahead problem.

A strong feature must be eliminated (almost) immediately upon its introduction into the phrase marker. Chomsky (1995, ch.4)

"We...virtually derive the conclusion that a strong feature triggers an overt operation to eliminate it by checking. This conclusion follows with a single exception: covert merger (at the root) of a lexical item that has a strong feature but no phonological features..."

*John read what

To prevent this, covert insertion of strong features must be barred.

a enters the numeration only if it has an effect on output.

"Under [(123)], the reference set [for economy comparisons] is still determined by the numeration, but output conditions enter into determination of the numeration itself..."
(141) However, there is independent evidence for strong features residing in moving categories, and hence against the strictly derivational (73)G.

(142) For example, Boskovic (1997) shows that in Serbo-Croatian, WH-phrases have a strong focus feature: they all have to move overtly.

(143a) Ko šta gde kupuje?
who what where buys "Who buys what where?"
*Ko kupuje šta gde?
*Ko šta kupuje gde?
*Ko gdje kupuje šta?

(144) Is syntax derivational or representational?

(145) Yes.
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